Quilt As You Go Block—No Sashing
Materials
The Quilt As You Go Block
with No Sashing has specifically
Cut Away Stabilizer
been designed to be used with
the Quilt As You Go—No SashTemporary Adhesive
ing technique. These blocks
Spray
stitch in a specific order to create
markings so it is easier to trim
Thin Batting
away excess batting and stabilizer when putting them togethFabric for front
er. You can use wash away
thread for the basting frames to
Fabric for lining
make it easier.
Pins
Lets get started!
Hoop a layer of cut away stabilizer. Load the design onto your machine. Stitch
the first color. This marks where to put the batting on the stabilizer. Cut a
piece of batting 8”x8”. Spray the stabilizer with temporary adhesive spray and
place the batting onto the stabilizer. Stitch the next color. This is the cutting
guide for trimming back the stabilizer and batting, when the blocks are being
put together. Spray the batting with temporary adhesive spray. Cut a piece of
front fabric 8”x8”and place onto the batting. There is still a chance the fabric
could move while stitching out the design, so I like to pin the fabric down.
Make sure the pins are not in the embroidery area.
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Stitch the flower design. There should be 2 or 3 colorstops left. Remove the hoop from the machine. Turn
it over so the backside faces up. Spray with temporary adhesive spray. Cut a piece of lining fabric 8”x8”and
place over the embroidered area. Change over to wash away thread and stitch the next color stop. This is a
basting line and also the cutting guide and needs to be easily removed when putting the blocks together.

Change back to regular thread and stitch the remainder of the design. I used white thread for this but you
can use other colors. I used a dark color thread for the basting/cutting guide so it is easier to see in the
photo.
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